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1. Introduction
The Total Quality Philosophy had its start in the Navy in 1985. Ten years later, this
philosophy has stalled in the middle management area of the workplace. These managers
know how to repair broken machinery or design facilities, but lack the management skills
necessary to lead and encourage the workforce they manage into the next century.
A few years ago, Commander-in-Chief. US Atlantic Fleet. (CINCLANTFLT) created
a metrics program (DON 1996) to better understand the operations of the various bases.
(The Navy has had a similar program for operational ships for decades, but shore
establishments were excluded due to the various complexities and diverse locations.) As the
Navy developed this program, requests for data went out to the individual bases for input.
The underlying problem in the whole process was that the "experts" in the metrics operations
did not fully understand the type of business the various commands performed throughout
the world. They even asked the base operators for "data that would make for a good metric
"
Since the process owners had no understanding of what made for a good metric, they were
unable to fulfill the requirements to produce satisfactory results.
Public Works Iceland has collected data over the years concerning several issues, but
middle management simply collected data and sent this information up the chain of
command to the Public Works Officer. The workforce never saw the data, knew what the
data said, or saw the outcome of the report. As an example, the workforce is required to
submit their annual leave plan in an effort to ensure a sufficient workforce at any time. This
information is used to schedule the work hours for the year. Data are collected to compare

the actual leave with the scheduled leave and compare this to the production cycle. This
report is sent up the chain of command, but the workforce does not see this report or
understand the relationship between scheduled and actual leave. Keeping the workers
informed about overall productivity and the meaning of the measured data is the
responsibility of the middle managers. Indeed, making sure that the right data are collected
is also management's responsibility.
1.1 Scope
A successful manager's job is not as a drill sergeant barking orders to his platoon, but
as a coach coordinating his players" actions to become more successful. A manager must
provide for the needs of his people: direction, knowledge, resources, and support (Byham
1988).
• Direction is provided by establishing key result areas, goals and measurements.
• Knowledge involves needed job skills, technical training, data, information,
expertise.
• Resources required for a successful team performance include tools, materials,
facilities, time and money.
• Support is the foundation and catalyst for the team -- approval, encouragement,
feedback, reinforcement, recognition
Much has been written concerning these four areas. The scope of this paper is to
focus on the "direction" area by analyzing the metrics at the Public Works Department
(PWD). Keflavik Iceland. Metrics provide the direction needed for growth by identifying
key result areas, measurements, and goals. Key result areas address the direction an
organization wishes to go. Measurement is a way of knowing if the organization is mo\ ing
in the right direction in terms of the key result areas. Finally, the goals provide for a level of
achievement or set a standard to reach for.

Before Key Result Areas can be established, an understanding of the organization's
processes is vital. A useful tool in this analysis is the SIPOC diagram SIPOC stands for
Supplier - Input - Process - Output - Customer. Suppliers are the individuals or other
organizations that provide an input or supplies for the processes. The customers are the
individuals or organizations that use the output generated by the processes. Figure 1 shows
an example of a simple SIPOC diagram for one area of PWD Keflavik. SIPOC's for the
















Figure I - SIPOC Diagram
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this report are as follows:
1
.
Develop SIPOC diagrams for PWD Keflavik
2. Capture the existing measures and reporting techniques at PWD Keflavik.
3. Analyze the measures for viability.
4. Develop a list of viable metrics (Remove the measures that are unnecessary and add
any that are necessary for PWD Keflavik.)
5. Develop a training plan for the PWD Keflavik workers in the data gathering and
reporting of the metrics.

2. Background
2. 1 Mission of Public Works
Throughout the Navy, Public Works Departments are tasked with maintaining the
shore facilities that support the world-wide fleet. Without such support, the ships and planes
that project America's presence to the far reaches of the world would be impossible. PWDs
vary in size from small units where the maintenance force is composed of ci\ilian contracted
labor to large departments made up of government civilian and military labor. Regardless of
size, the basic mission of PWDs is to provide public works services to the bases and its
operating commands. These services include facility maintenance, utilities, transportation
service, engineering support, and environmental services.
2.1.1 Size
Public Works Department. Keflavik is composed of military forces along with both
US and Icelandic civilian personnel. The department is composed of six military officers, 58
enlisted, five US civilians and 260 Icelandic civilians. Typical duty length for the military is
1.5 years (unaccompanied) to 2.5 years (accompanied) Due to the frequency of the rotating
positions, the Icelanders provide a continuation to the overall direction of Public Works.

Public Works" basic functions are shown in figure 2 and can be broken into two
categories: support and operational. The support comes in the form of engineering, planning.
and administrative assistance. Contracting and environmental divisions provide both support
and operational duties. The operational backbone of the PWD is the maintenance, utility, and
transportation divisions. These divisions are composed of Icelandic civilians and augmented
with the enlisted military personnel. They perform duties ranging from minor repairs and
preventive maintenance, to major renovations of facilities. In addition, they operate and














Iceland is located just south of the Arctic Circle in the Atlantic Ocean (figure 3).
Naval Air Station Keflavik lies on the southwest corner of Iceland which makes for some
unique problems. A harsh environment coupled with a unique terrain present a tremendous

Figure 3 - Location ofKeflavik. Iceland
challenge to maintain a fully operational base. Low temperatures, high winds, combined
with rain and snow, provide a new definition of a "challenging environment .*"
2.2 Why Measure?
"Why measure 17" is perhaps the most common question asked by management when
addressing the subject of metrics. The answer resides in the fact that items that are measured
are items that see improvement over time. The realm of measuring comprises many facets
and is possibly overwhelming for some. An understanding into the basics of measurements
is the first stage of developing a successful program.
2.2.1 Types of measurements
Measurements can be broken into three classes: anecdotal, subjective, and objective.
Anecdotal information is that which comes from one source or one person's opinion.
Depending on the individual experience, the rating might be favorable or unfavorable
Subjective measurements also contain personal feelings but are from a larger source of
information. These might be in the form of opinion polls, surveys, and questionnaires.

Objective measurements are the most accurate form of information since they are not
affected by personal feelings or prejudices. These measurements are based on facts and. if
done correctly, are unbiased. The difficulty most managers have in using measurements is
their desire to use objective data, but subsequently reacting to anecdotal statements from
their boss or customers.
2.2.2 Types of performance measures
Performance measures rely on the objective class of measurements. Since objective
data are not based on personal feelings or prejudices, a realistic picture of the operation is
possible. Research into measurements has developed some length) lists, but most





Workload measures indicate the amount of work performed or the amount of services
received by the customer. Examples of workload measurements include number of service
calls received, amount of estimates completed, amount of design work completed While
this type of measurement is useful to determine the amount of work done, it does not show
efficiency or effectiveness.
Efficiency measures illustrate the relationship between the work performed and the
resources required to perform it. Most efficiency measurements are presented as unit costs.
Unit costs are calculated by dividing total costs of a service or function by the number of
units provided. For example, if a 200 meter underground electrical line is installed for a cost

of S50.000. The unit cost is $250/meter. Similar costs can be calculated for engineering
design, estimates, transportation repairs, and various other functions within a PWD. When
these costs are compared to past performance or unit costs by contracting, wise decisions can
be made when allocating resources.
Effectiveness measures reflect the degree to which performance objectives are being
achieved or reflect the quality of the organization's performance. The number of work hours
spent on construction re-work or error free engineering designs are examples of
effectiveness measures.
Productivity measures combine the dimensions of efficiency and effectiveness into a
single indicator. For example, "'time spent on a maintenance service call" would measure
efficiency and "percentage service calls completed properly"" (i.e.. not called back for the
same problem) would reflect effectiveness. "Labor-hours per effective service call
completion" would indicate productivity.
2.2.3 Attributes of good metrics
Developing a set of metrics is a fairly simple task. Developing a set of useful metrics
is the difficult part. Too often managers try to improve their organization by creating new
measures to report The weakness in this approach comes from not fully understanding the
qualities that make up a quality metric. The following list attempts to provide a framework
or guideline for managers when deciding what and how to measure their processes (Tucker
1997). Successful metrics must:
• Be accepted as meaningful to the customer
• Tell how well an organization's processes and tasks fulfill its goals and objectnes





Be economical to collect the data
Drive the appropriate action
2.2.4 Overcoming resistance to performance measurement
Even if all these criteria are met, people will still resist performance measurement.
Performance measurement is seen as a threat by various groups in an organization Middle
management might feel threatened as the upper levels of management get a closer look into
their "sacred" operations. Employees feel that measuring will lead to tougher work
standards and less favorable working conditions and perhaps even layoffs. Even with the
best programs and most accurate set of measurements, overcoming resistance by employees
is still a factor to consider. David Ammons ( 1995) mentions several reasons people resist
measurement.
• "You can"t measure what I do"
• "You're measuring the wrong thing"
• "It costs too much and we don't have the resources"
• "1 don't want to know how I am doing"
2. 2. 4. 1 Impossible to Measure - " You can 7 measure what I do "
Divisions where work is of a non-routine nature and a data collection system does not
exist will complain the loudest at performance measurement. They have survived this long
without measuring, why start now9 If the division could be measured, a system would
already be in place. A starting place for determining what areas to measure lies in the
answer to the question: "If your office closed shop for a few weeks, who would suffer the
greatest impact, and what aspect of your work would they miss the most " With this answer,
acceptable performance measures can be easily developed.

2.2.4.2 Incorrect Measures - " You 're measuring the wrong thing"
This argument usually is heard when the sen ice providers are not consulted prior to
developing performance measures. Insignificant indicators are being measured and more
important dimensions are ignored. Communication between all levels in the organization is
critical to ensure measurements are valid and that everyone understands the reasons behind
the measurements.
2.2.4.3 Collection Economy - "It costs too much and we don 7 have the resources"
Economy of the data collection and the time required to collect and report are
fundamental to a successful metric. Several companies have spent more effort and money
collecting data than the money they have saved by using the results (Ammons 1995).
2.2.4.4 Ostrich Management - "I don 7 want to know how I am doing"
Some managers simply do not care or do not want to know how their operations are
performing They have the "See no evil, Hear no evil, Speak no evil" mindset and hope that
by burying their head in the ground, all bad problems will disappear. These managers must
be able to see the results of a measurement system before solid changes can take place.
2.3 Current Training
Currently PWD Keflavik is not training personnel on subject matter related to
measurements of quality initiatives. Several years ago. PWD Keflavik began a push to
educate personnel on the aspects of Total Quality Management. People attended training,
but there was no plan for practicing the concepts learned in the classes when they returned to
work. Recently PWD Keflavik has begun to develop a long range plan for the department
and is utilizing teams to research the options available. Through the use of teams, the PWD
10

is seeing improvements, but this improvement is restricted due to insufficient training for the
teams More successful teams are ones that have a leader with a strong background and
interest in TQ tools and techniques.
Peter Scholtes describes the four phases of team growth (forming, storming, norming.
and performing) in The Team Handbook (Scholtes 1988). Unprepared teams frequently
never make it past the storming stage in team growth. When the storm arrives, they abandon
the ship, call the event a failure, and return to their old way of doing things. Successful
teams move beyond the stage and eventually reach the performing stage with outstanding




In order to evaluate PWD Keflav lk and develop meaningful metrics, the following
methodology was used in this study.
3. 1 Capture Existing Metrics
A two week site visit was conducted in May 1997 to examine the state of
measurements at PWD keflavik. One-on-one interviews were conducted with all nine
division managers to understand the complexity of their organization. The interviews
followed a basic pattern focused on using the SIPOC diagram as the foundation. This first
step in the interview allowed each manager to clearly focus on what their division actual lv
did before trying to address any measurement techniques. Understanding this process is the
first step to improvement, with the second being process measurement. Appendix A contains
SIPOC Diagrams for all nine divisions.
After the SIPOC was complete, a rev iew of current measurements of conducted.
Each interviewee was asked: Are they currently conducting any measurements'7 Have they
seen a trend over the past year9 Has there been an increase or decrease in the process time'7
Many of these questions were unanswerable since measurements did not exist. The few
managers who still collected data either were not reporting to anyone or did not fully
understand how to analyze the data generated to make future management decisions. These
existing measurements were discussed to improve the method of presentation and analysis
along with providing for a structured approach to measurement.
12

3.2 Review Required Metrics
While no formal metrics methodology exist for PWD Keflavik internally, several
divisions do measure portions of their operations. Without a formal structure or requirement,
the validity is questionable at best. In May of 1996. CINCLANTFLT developed a metrics
program for shore installations called CINCLANTFLT Shore Installation Required
Operational Capabilities Metrics. The external requirements have been in place for over a
year now, but their use is ineffective for the PWD. These metrics are used at the
CINCLANTFLT level to compare bases to each other, but the local bases are unable to use
the information effectively since the delay in providing feedback from CINCLANTFLT to
the local bases is excessive. Along with delayed feedback is the constantly changing
political nature of the program without providing information to the providers of
information The latest change is the name of the program from "Metrics" to "Measures of
Merit."
3.3 Develop Common Metrics
Since the metrics program for CINCLANTFLT fails to provide adequate feedback on
operations for PWD Keflavik. improvement of existing measurements and development of
new measurements is essential. Actual data from previous years was gathered to develop
several new metrics. These data were discussed with the division directors to clarify the
accuracy and create an understanding into the process. In an effort to normalize all the
metrics between divisions, Tables of Standards (appendix B) were developed for each metric
to provide a framework common to all measurements within Public Works
13

4. Data Presentation and Analysis
SIPOC's developed for all nine divisions show the input and output to each process
within the division. From process review of the SIPOC's, metrics were developed to
measure the capability of the process
.
Existing metrics were refined and new metrics were
created to develop an accurate presentation of the operations at PWD Keflavik.
4.1 SIPOC
Figure 4 shows a SIPOC diagram for the maintenance division of PWD Keflavik. As
an example, one of Maintenance's processes is emergency and service calls. Base personnel
submit trouble calls to PWD via the trouble desk. The input received by Maintenance is in
the form of a printed work order (or phone call if on an emergency nature. ) The other input
Maintenance receives is material that comes from the Material Branch of PWD Keflavik.




Supplier Input Process Output Customer
605 - Maintenance
Base residents Phone call.
Trouble Desk printed record

















FMED PM Job orders.







Figure 4 - Example S1PCK ' for the Maintenance Division of PWD Ke/lavik
Table 1 provides reference for all the SIPOC diagrams located in Appendix A. The
SIPOC's are broken down by PWD Keflavik Divisions. SIPOC Diagrams have multiple uses
within an organization Perhaps the most used application is improvement of processes.
Many organizations focus on process improvement, but do not have a clear understanding of
their processes. SIPOC defines these processes and forces the owners to set boundaries of
these processes. These boundaries are the ranges of customers and suppliers along with
inputs received and output generated.
15

The second use is to capture metrics. Measuring a process that is not related to an
organization's processes is a waste of valuable resources. Metrics must somehow be a
reflection of the SIPOC For example, the Maintenance Division measures "leave
predictability." This is not a processes itself, but it an indicator of all their processes since
available labor is essential to their processes.
Communications breakdown can be avoided with quality SIPOC diagrams. Through
the use of these accurate diagrams, various members of the organization can see where they
fit into the roles as supplier and customer.
Lastly, the SIPOC's included can be further broken down to provide the level of
detail necessary for the organization. They should also be updated regularly as processes and
situations change. For example, pest control responsibility transferred from the Maintenance
division to the Environmental division. Detail SIPOC diagrams should reflect these changes
to avoid portraying an inaccurate picture of the organization.
Tahlc I - SIPOC location in report
Division Code SIPOC Location
601 - Fiscal Personnel Figure A. 1
602 - Facilities Management Engineering Figure A 2
603 - Engineering Figure A3
604 - Planning Figure A.
4
605 - Maintenance Figure A.
5
606 - Utilities Figure A.
6
607 - Transportation Figure A.
7
608 - Contracting Figure A.
8




Appendix B shows a complete list of metrics with their breakdown of standards
These standards provide for a normalization for all metrics. This approach attempts to
eliminate irrelevant, non-cost effective measures and formally recognize those that are
relevant. (Oswald 1992). Individual metrics are analyzed to include the following:
Definition of what is being measured
Justification for the measurement, including key result areas supported
Description of all terms involved in the measure and units
Sources of data
Data presentation method, including chart type, software used
Update cycle
Responsibility for data collection, plotting analysis
Distribution of updated charts
Highest level of review
Who is responsible for taking necessary control action
Comments & summary
4.3 Refinement of Metrics
Keeping in mind the requirements for successful metrics, Table 2 provides reference
for the PWD Keflavik metrics. Due to the number of metrics. Appendix B is divided into
nine sections to correspond with the PWD divisions. Most metrics listed in Table 2 are self-
explanatory or are a refinement of the existing measurement at PWD Keflavik. However,
some require additional explanation since they are new to the system
17

Table 2 - List ofvalid merries for PWD Keflavik
Division Code MetHe Location






602 - Facilities Management Engineering
Long Range Plan - Investment Categories
Customer Breakdown












Priority Job Impact on Shop Load Plan
Effect of leave planning on Shop Load Plan
In-House Shop Forces Efficiency
Foreman Delay Study
Service calls completion time *
Service calls backlog *




Total Down Time *
Vehicle Turn-around time *
Invoice turn-around time *
Contractor Performance Evaluation (annual)
Customer Satisfaction
Procurement Action Lead Time
Hazardous Waste response time for pick-up *
Spill response time *
Construction Review
(number of review /time for reviews)
Water Quality Sample Collection
(time sample received, collected / consistency in sample
sites / customer sat)
































* Hypothetical Data - charts shown do not reflect real conditions
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Work Delay Study - This measurement should be conducted monthly by surveying
the foremen one day. week or for one week/month. After the data are collected and compiled
into a summary' report format, improvements can begin in areas that cause a considerable
amount of delay for the shops.
Shop Load Variance Delay - There are inevitable delays each month from the shop
load plan. Understanding the reasons for delays is the beginning of improvement. Before
the monthly Variance meeting, calculation of the percentages of delay by category (W -
weather. L - labor availability (lack of), M - material. U - unforeseen conditions. S - customer
change in scope, C - customer caused delay, O - other). Comparison of these percentages
over the year will clearly reveal the areas where improvements can begin.
Engineering Efficiency - The engineering div ision accurately tracks hours spent on
every aspect of engineering. Using this information to develop the unit costs for design work
will allow them to benchmark their costs of work with private contractors.
Planning Efficiency - Simply measuring the number of estimates generated will not
indicate the efficiency of the planning division. The unit measure (hours/estimate) will
provide a better picture of the efficiency of the division personnel. Tracking of personnel
hours (similar to the FMED and Engineering Division) will enable further development of
effective measures for the planning division.
Vehicle Down-time - PC Transport software does not accurately calculate the
downtime of vehicles. It is recommended to develop a meaningful measurement to
19

accurately show vehicle downtime for various vehicle categories. Another recommendation
is to develop a similar measurement for vehicle turn-around time.
Customer Satisfaction for contracted work - Management should develop a short
series of questions to ask random customers about the service they receive from contracted
work. The information can then be compiled into a meaningful presentation. This
qualitative measurement will provide additional insight into the regular inspections
Procurement Action Lead Time - The Contracting Officer and Contract Specialist
should develop a schedule for procurement actions based on best available data. These
actual dates for important milestones should then be tracked and compared with original
schedule dates. An analysis is necessary to determine if actions are meeting anticipated
target dates or if many actions are slipping and delaying the overall project. (Consult with
Maintenance Division for help in using MS Project software to develop and use schedules for
procurement items.)
4.4 Specific Findings
Two specific findings are discussed below concerning scheduling of shop forces.
These findings are based on the data from the Actual Shop Load Plan from October 1995 to
April 1997. These results are valid due to the fact they are based on objective data and cover
a sufficient time period. Improving the conclusions is possible by monitoring and collecting
additional data over the future time period.
Figure 5 shown below demonstrates the correlation of percentage available work-
hours scheduled with percentage of shop load plan hours worked. A linear regression
20

indicates that the higher the percentage the plan is loaded, the less chance of meeting the
plan is guaranteed. Using the actual past data, management must determine what "percent
accomplished" they are satisfied with and schedule accordingly. If management wants a
target of 95% accomplished, data indicates loading the plan to 80% of the available hours If
they desire to have the plan accomplished to 80%. then load the plan at 92% of available
hours. Meeting the scheduled plan is desired since delays or jobs not worked must fall back























84% 86% 88% 90% 92%
Shop Loading %
igurc 5 - Example oj Shop Loading Predictability
94% 96%
The other important factor of shop load scheduling is the amount of hours spent on
Priority Jobs. This chart is shown below in Figure 6. Data from the previous two years
indicates that an average of 250 work hours per month are spent on priority jobs that were
not originally on the Shop Load Plan. These numbers should be taken into consideration
21

when scheduling the monthly work. Ignoring the hours will not make the conditions
disappear, but will only cause the jobs originally scheduled to be delayed This ripple effect
not only makes the scheduler's job more difficult, but causes customer inconvenience and
irritation when their jobs are delayed.
Priority Job Impact on Shop Load Plan
UCL
3 Average 250 hours/month working onPriority Jobs
ft—f^
Average
/igurc 6 - Example o] Priority Job Impact
The PWD Divisions should review their individual sections and improve upon the
baseline presented here. Updating the SIPOC diagrams as processes change is vital in
showing an accurate picture of the work within the divisions. The metrics presented are a
starting point in understanding how to manage the future by using data from the past The
charts must be updated and reviewed continually if they are to be of any use. Training of





For the preceding metrics to become ingrained into the normal operations at PWD
Keflavik, individuals must be trained in the use and knowledge of metrics. With the closing
of the Quality Resource Center in Keflavik, PWD must develop its own in-house training
course for the employees involved in the measuring process Table three lists the important
features to be included in a training plan.
Tahle 3 - Training Course Schedule
Topics Attendees Length
Brief review ofTQMTQL principles
Introduction to measuring techniques
Measuring strategies
Quality Tools (decision making) -
Brainstorming, Tree diagram,
SIPOC, Cause & Effect diagram
Process Measuring Tools - Check sheet,
Run chart, Control chart, Histogram.
Scatter plot
Assistant Division Directors
Any employee who will
create and update charts
2 davs
Brief review ofTQMTQL principles
Overview of Process measuring tools
Data analysis
Planning through use of measurements
Division Directors dav
Suggested Sourcesfor information:
The Team Handbook (Scholtes 1988)
The Memory Jogger Plus-^ (Brassard 1989)
The Memory Jogger II (Brassard 1994)
Process Improvement Tools & Techniques (DON. no date)
23

One aspect of the training involves constructing control charts. Control charts exist
in many forms for different types of data. The "Individuals with a Moving Range" chart is
the best format for measuring the type of work within Public Works Department since the
data accumulates rather slowly and it is unable to be sub-grouped. Another advantage is that
the individual charts are not sensitive to small shifts in the process average. The Memory
Jogger II
.
published by GOALQPC provides excellent information on constructing control
charts. Figure 6 shows an example of a control chart
Various other chart types are shown in Appendix B. A scatter plot with a regression
line is shown in Figure 5. A Histogram indicating a breakdown by various customers is
shown in Figure B2.2. Figure B4 1 provides an example of a run chart. After more values
are collected, control limits can be established and it can be converted into a control chart
24

6. Conclusions & Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
SIPOC diagrams for all nine divisions at PWD Keflavik were developed to provide an
overall picture of the processes within the department. From these initial diagrams, metrics
that met the criteria for successful metrics were created to measure the processes.
Through the use of the metrics and actual data gathered, interesting results were
found concerning the scheduling of the maintenance shop forces. These results show how
measurement tools must be used as a management tool for planning the future. Using the
results as simply a history record is the same as riding a horse backwards: you have no idea
where you are going, but you know exactly where you have been. Many hours were spent
developing these metrics and it is management's task to use the information within their
organization to continually improve their performance.
6.2 Recommendations
For any measurement program to have a chance of survival, it must be flexible and
useable. Charts that hang on a wall and yellowed from age indicate management does not
care and just simply went through the motions. With management firmly behind the
program, the chances of success increase exponentially. Six recommendations for a
successful program are:
Anticipate resistance - as with any change, there will always be individuals who fight




Involve employees in developing the correct measures - one step in reducing
resistance is to actively involve employees in developing the correct measures. Train them
in data collection and analysis, (i.e., let them create the charts.) It is their process and they
should have control of it.
Do both quantitative and qualitative analysis - Focusing only on quantitative
measures can lead to erroneous mistakes, especially if the numbers are gamed or
manipulated to make the organization look better. Along with focusing on numbers, add
qualitative measures involving customer satisfaction. Talking with customers and employees
adds additional insight to the organization's processes.
Subject measures to annual review and modification - Every year review the existing
measures to determine the adequacy of the reporting technique The decision should be
made to keep as is, modify, or delete the measurement.
Do not use too many or too few measures - During the review process, care should be
taken to ensure the right measures are used. Too few will not allow insight into the
processes while too many will detract from the important issues.
Focus on maximizing the use of performance data - Good measurements do not
guarantee successful management Only when the managers integrate the results into their
management style will the chance of improvement result. Managers must understand the
importance of using measurements in forward-looking management when planning work,
budgets, and reward systems.
26

Reviewing these six points will help a PWD's metrics program survive and grow
through the years. Without these, the program will die after only one or two years.
Consistent application of objective data to major decisions through the use of metrics wil
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Appendix B1 - Fiscal/Personnel Division Metrics
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Table Bl.l - Work Year Utilization
Metric Work. Year Utilization
Definition of what is being measured
and in what units of measure
Measure of staffing levels at PWD Work years set
by Comptroller
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure
Work Year - One person working for One year at
PWD
Sources of data Comptroller





Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Financial Manager
Distribution of updated charts PWO/APWO
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Administrative Officer
Comments and summary: Under - indicates staffing below target, ability to hire
more employees
Over - indicates staffing above target and will result
in over commitment at end of fiscal year unless
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Table B1.2 - End Strength
Metric End Strength
Definition of what is being measured End strength (number of people employed in Public
Works at the end of the month/year)
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost Management and Resource Utilization
Description Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Authorized Level set by Comptroller
Used Current staffing level
Units - Number of employees
Sources of data Comptroller, In-house records




Update cycle Monthly update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Financial Manager
Distribution of updated charts PWO/APWO/Shops Engineer/ all divisions in PW
Highest level of review PVYO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
PWO/APWO/ Administrative Officer
Comments and summary: Trends clearly sho\v the authorized end strength and
amount used to date Multiple years indicate down






























































































Table B1.3 - Overtime Utilization
Metric Overtime Utilization
Definition of what is being measured Overtime usage at PWD broken into labor
categories
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost Management and Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
P1-D9 - Budget categories
Authorized - hours authorized by comptroller
Used - actual hours used to date
Norm - target % to date
Units - hours
Sources of data Comptroller
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Histogram with line indicating upper limits
Excel
Update cycle Monthly update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Financial Manager
Distribution of updated charts PWO. APWO/Shops Engineer/ all divisions in PYV
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Division directors
Comments and summary: Individual labor categories are broken out The
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Table B1.4- Toll Costs
Metric Toll Costs
Definition of what is being measured Long distance telephone call use
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost Management
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Ceiling - $S authorized
Used - actual $$ used to date
Authorization - Total $$ authorized for PW
Actual cost FYTD - $$ used to date
Norm - scheduled target
Used - % used to date
Units - SS
Sources of data NCTS Telephone branch
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Histogram with line indicating upper limits
Excel
Update cycle Monthly update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Financial Manager
Distribution of updated charts PWO'APWO'Shops Engineer/ all divisions in PW
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
All division directors
Comments and summary: Tracking ofPWD long distance calls by division
Percentage on top of graph shows each division's
percentage of total PUT) costs Norm °o indicates









































































































































































Table B1.5 - OPTAR PI Tracking
Metric OPTAR PI Tracking
Definition of what is being measured Tracking ofOPTAR PI for PWD
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost Management
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
OPTAR - Operation Target
PI - PW budget for other engineering support
Authorization - Amount set by Comptroller
Committed - S$ spent by PW
Sources of data Comptroller




Update cycle Monthly update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Financial Manager
Distribution of updated charts PWO/APWO/Shops Engineer; all divisions in PW
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
PWO/APWO/ Administrative Officer
Comments and summary: Authorized money doesn't arrive in a linear fashion
The authorization line shows the trend of money-
being delayed until the third and fourth quarter


































Appendix B2 - Facilities Management Engineering Metrics
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Table B2.1 - Long Range Maintenance Plan Investment Categories
Metric Long Range Maintenance Plan
Investment Categories
Definition of what is being measured Number of hours devoted to Navy's investment
categories
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost Management and Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
IC - Investment category code
Hours - number of hours dedicated to maintenance
and repair
Units - Work hours
Sources of data Comptroller, ln-house records
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Histogram grouped by IC
Excel
Update cycle Annual update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
602A
Distribution of updated charts PWO APWO 'Shops Engineer/ all divisions in PW
PW Customers
Highest level of review PWO
















































































































Table B2.2 - Long Range Maintenance Plan Base customers
Metric Long Range Maintenance Plan
Base customers
Definition of what is being measured Number of hours devoted to Base customers
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost Management and Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Customers - Commands and NAS departments
which receive services from PW
Hours - number of hours dedicated to maintenance
and repair
Units - Work hours
Sources of data Comptroller, In-house records
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Histogram grouped by customer
Excel
Update cycle Annual update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
602A
Distribution of updated charts PWO/APWO Shops Engineer' all divisions in PW
PW Customers
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
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Table B2.3 - Causes of Delay (Variance)
Metric Causes of Delay (Variance)
Definition of what is being measured Summary of Delays from Shop Load plan work
schedule
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost Management and Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Causes of Delay
W - weather
L - labor availability (lack of)
M - material
U - unforeseen conditions
S - customer change in scope
C - customer caused delay
- other
Sources of data Shop Load plan and Production Controller




Update cycle Monthly (discuss at variance meeting)
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Production Controller. 602A
Distribution of updated charts PWO/APWO/Shops Engineer/ Facilities
Management Engineering Director, Maintenance
Division Director
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Shops Engineer. Facilities Management Engineering
Director. Maintenance Division Director
Comments and summary:
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Appendix B3 - Engineering Metrics
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Table B3.1 - Engineering Design
Metric Engineering Design
Definition of what is being measured PW Engineering design efficiency
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Design $S - estimated construction costs to
construct the project Hours and costs for the
design effort are accounted separately
Design and Tech hours - work hours by engineers
and technicians on projects
Units - (SS Cost Estimated) / (Design + Tech hours)
Sources of data ln-house records
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Run Chart (Control Chart later)
Excel
Update cycle Quarterly update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Engineering Division Director
Distribution of updated charts PWO / APWO / Engineering Division Director
Highest level of review PWO / APWO / Engineering Division Director
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Engineering Division Director
Comments and summary: Units show Ratio of Cost Estimated SS to design
hours Higher numbers reflect better efficiency (i e
more design for less work hours)
If this ratio is ambiguous, develop another, but make
sure the figures include efficiency and not simply
workload measurements
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Appendix B4 - Planning Metrics
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Table B4.1 - Special Project Documentation
Metric Special Project Documentation
Definition of what is being measured Completion of special project documentation
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost Management and Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Number of projects - Special project packages
completed during Fiscal year
Hours - total hours spent on projects
Units - each package
Sources of data In-house records




Update cycle Annual update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Planning Division Director
Distribution of updated charts PWO / APWO / Facilities Management Engineering
Director /' Engineering Division Director /
CINCLANTFLT
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Planning Division Director
Comments and summary: Current trend measures output from division
(Workload measurement) Recommend changing to
efficiency measurement by calculating
# estimates/total hours worked on estimates







































































Table B4.2 - Space Utilization
Metric Space Utilization
Definition of what is being measured Tracking of relocation and space requests by base
commands and departments
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Sources of data Existing database
Data presentation method Chart type,
software used
Currently no method
Update cycle As-necessary (at least quarterly)
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Planning Division Director
Distribution of updated charts NAS Executive Officer, PWO. APWO. Planning
Division Director
Highest level of review NAS Executive Officer
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
NAS Executive Officer, PWO. Planning Division
Director
Comments and summary: Space utilization report is generated after each
utilization meeting Listed are requests granted, put




Appendix B5 - Maintenance Metrics
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Table B5.1 - Shop Loading Predictability
Metric Shop Loading Predictability
Definition of what is being measured Predictability of Shop Load Plan actually worked
based on the level of loading
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost Management and Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Shop loading °b - percentage of total estimated
available work hours for the month
°o Worked - percentage of shop loaded hours
worked for the month
Sources of data Shop Load Plan, labor distribution cards





Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Maintenance Division Director. Production
Controller
Distribution of updated charts PWO ' APYVO / Shops Engineer / Facilities
Management Engineering Director
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Shops Engineer. Maintenance Division Director.
Facilities Management Engineering Director
Comments and summary: Scatter plot indicates that the more the plan is
loaded to maximum, the less like the chance of
having it worked to the maximum is Continue to














































































Table B5.2 - Priority Job Impact
Metric Priority Job Impact
Definition of what is being measured Delays in original shop load plan due to unforeseen
priority jobs
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost Management and Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Priority Jobs - Commanding Officer interest jobs.
Other requests from Higher HQ. Storm damage or
other jobs requiring immediate attention
Units - Work hours
Sources of data 605A labor distribution and time cards





Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Maintenance Division Director. Production
Controller
Distribution of updated charts PWO ' APWO Shops Engineer / Facilities
Management Engineering Director
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
PWO, Shops Engineer. Maintenance Division
Director
Comments and summary: Average hours spent on priority jobs must be figured
into the shop load plan estimate Ignoring this
amount of hours will only lead to failure in meeting





































































































Hours worked on Priority Jobs
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Table B5.3 - Effect of Leave Planning on Shop Load Plan
Metric Effect of Leave Planning on Shop
Load Plan
Definition of what is being measured Planned leave hours v actual leave hour
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Work hours - includes annual, emergency and sick
leave
Planned - estimated leave hours
Actual - actual leave hours used
Sources of data Time cards, labor distribution cards
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Run Chart, Control Chart
Excel
Update cycle Monthly update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Production Controller
Distribution of updated charts PWO/APWO/Shops Engineer/ Facilities
Management Engineering Director
Highest level of review Shops Engineer
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Shops Engineer, Maintenance Division Director
Comments and summary: Ratio doesn't indicate actual +/- hours Ratio
greater than 1 indicates less leave taken than
planned, less than 1 indicates more leave taken than
planned More leave taken than planned means less



















































































Table B5.4 - In-House Efficiency
Metric In-House Efficiency
Definition of what is being measured Efficiency of in-house shop forces on maintenance
projects
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Efficiency:
(. actual hours - est hoursV,_„
1 * 1 00
V est. hours /
Sources of data Labor cards and shop load plan





Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Maintenance Division Director. Production
Controller
Distribution of updated charts PWO APWO/Shops Engineer Facilities
Management Engineering Director
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Shops Engineer. Maintenance Division Director
Comments and summary: Weakness arises when original estimate is
inaccurate Review amendment process Too many
times the estimator just increases the authorized
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Table B5.5 - Work Delays
Metric Work Delays
Definition of what is being measured Identifying causes of delay for shop forces
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost Management and Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Work hours - time spent on the job
Sources of data Shop Work forces, foremen complete survey





Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Maintenance Division Director. Production
Controller. Facilities Maintenance Supervisor
(General Foreman)
Distribution of updated charts PYVO / APWO / Shops Engineer / Facilities
Management Engineering Director / Engineering
Division Director
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Shops Engineer. Maintenance Division Director
Comments and summary: Foremen complete survey over a pre-determined




Date Craft Foreman's Name
Number in shop
Delay Causes Number of Hours
Delaved
Number of Workers Work hours
Delaved
1 Waiting for materials (warehouse)
2 Waiting for materials (off site)
3 Waiting for tools
4. Waiting for equipment
5 Re-work (design changes or errors)
6 Re-work (prefabrication errors)
7. Re-work (field errors)
8 Moving to other areas
9 Waiting for information
1 Waiting for work or flame permits
1 1 Waiting on contractor




Figure B5 5 - Foreman Delav Data Collection Sheet
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Table B5.6 - Sen ice Call Completion
Metric Service Call Completion
Definition of what is being measured Average completion time of service calls
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Resource utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Completion Time - average time for service call
completion
Units - days
Sources of data PWD Database (ECMS 09 )
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Run Chart. Control Chart (later)
Excel
Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Production Controller
Distribution of updated charts Shops Engineer, Maintenance Division Director.
E&S Shops
Highest level of review Shops Engineer
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Shops Engineer. Maintenance Division Director
Comments and summary: Tracking of service call completion time provides
information to the customer as to when they can


































































































Table B5.7 - Service Call Backlog
Metric Service Call Backlog
Definition of what is being measured Measure of Backlog the PWD Sen ice calls
Justification for the measurement Key
result areas supported
Resource utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Backlog indicates outstanding service calls that are
scheduled for completion by the Emergency Services
Section ofPWD
Sources of data PWD Database (ESMS°)
Data presentation method Chart type,
software used
Histogram (grouped into trades)
Update cycle Weekly
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Production Controller
Distribution of updated charts Shops Engineer, shops
Highest level of review Shops Engineer
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Shops Engineer. Maintenance Division Director
Comments and summary: Breakdown by trades will alert foreman to possibility
of process going out of control Service calls out of
scope requiring planning and estimating are removed
from E/S and transferred to maintenance backlog

















































Table B5.8 - Jobs using MS Project
Metric Jobs using MS Project
Definition of what is being measured Measurement of PWD Jobs using MS Project to
track and schedule
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Resource utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Units - Number ofjobs using MS Project to track
and schedule work during the current month
Sources of data Shops




Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Production Controller
Distribution of updated charts Shops Engineer. Maintenance Division Director
Highest level of review Shops Engineer
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Shops Engineer, Maintenance Division Director
Comments and summary: Tracking of actual jobs using MS Project should
show trend over time of increased use of scheduling
techniques

































































Jobs Using MS Project
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Appendix B6 - Utilities Metrics
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Table B6.1 - Electricity Use
Metric Electricity Use
Definition of what is being measured Average Daily use of electricity on base
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Cost management & Resource utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Daily KWH Used - Average of monthly usage to
show a better representation due to unequal days of
the month
Sources of data Base power plant and billings from suppliers
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Run Chart. Control Chart
Excel
Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Utilities Division Director
Distribution of updated charts Shops Engineer. Utilities Division Director. White
Falcon
Highest level of review Utilities Division Director
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Utilities Division Director
Comments and summary: Tracking and reporting to the base users through
base wide media (White Falcon. Newsline) on a
monthly basis will provide feedback as to how the
base is doing in conserving electricity Informative,
brief articles accompanying the graphs as to how the






























Table B6.2 - Water Use
Metric Water Use
Definition of what is being measured Amount of water used by base
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Resource utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Units - millions of gallons
Sources of data Base Water Plant - readings taken on a daily basis
Data presentation method Chart type,
software used
Run Chart, Control Chart (later)
Excel
Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Utilities Division Director. Water Plant Supervisor
Distribution of updated charts Shops Engineer, Utilities Division Director. White
Falcon
PWO, APWO
Highest level of review Utilities Division Director
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Utilities Division Director
Comments and summary: Under the current water contract, the base receives
the water free of charge This will change under the
new contract Tracking and reporting to the base
users through base wide media (White Falcon.
Newsline) on a monthly basis will provide feedback


















































Table B6.3 - Geothermal Heating
Metric Geothermal Heating
Definition of what is being measured Heating water flow into the base
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Resource utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Liters/minute - total liters per minute flowing into
the base
Units - Liters/minute
Sources of data Bills from suppliers (Sudenes Regional Heating
Authority)




Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Utilities Division Director. Management and Budget
Technician
Distribution of updated charts PWO. APWO. Shops Engineer. Utilities Division
Director
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Utilities Division Director
Comments and summary: This measurement is mainly for reviewing past



















































Appendix B7 - Transportation Metrics
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Table B7.1 - Vehicle Down-time
Metric Vehicle Availability
Definition of what is being measured Average Monthly Percentage of Class C vehicle
availability
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Customers. Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Availability - vehicle is in operating condition
Sources of data PC Transport Database
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Run Chart, control chart (later)
Excel
Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Transportation Officer
Distribution of updated charts PWO. APYYO. Transportation Officer
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Transportation Officer
Comments and summary: Develop criteria for availability that is meaningful for
both PYV and customers



















































































































Table B7.2 - Vehicle Turn-Around Time
Metric Vehicle Turn-Around Time
Definition of what is being measured Average time for completion of repairs to vehicles
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Customers, Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Repair Time - Number of days from time vehicle is
delivered to PW until time it is returned to the
customer
Sources of data PC Transport Database
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Run Chart, control chart (later)
Excel
Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Transportation Officer
Distribution of updated charts PWO. APWO, Transportation Officer
Highest level of review PWO















































Average Turn-Around Time (Days)
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Appendix B8 - Contracts Metrics
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Table B8.1 - Invoice Turn-Around Time
Metric Invoice Turn-Around Time
Definition of what is being measured Average time for Contracts Division to process
contractor's invoice
Justification for the measurement Key
result areas supported
Cost management
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Invoice Time - Number of days from time Contracts
receives invoice until time processing is complete
Sources of data Procurement records
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Run Chart, control chart (later)
Excel
Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Procurement Clerks, Contract Specialists
Distribution of updated charts PWO. APYVO. Contracts Division Director
Highest level of review PWO
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Table B8.2 - Contractor Performance Evaluation
Metric Contractor Performance Evaluation
Definition of what is being measured Annual performance of Sen ice Contractors
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Customer
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Sources of data Contract files




Update cycle Annual Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Contract Specialist. FSCM
Distribution of updated charts PWO. APWO. Contracts Division Director
Highest level of review PWO






Table B8.3 - Customer Satisfaction
Metric Customer Satisfaction
Definition of what is being measured Satisfaction of Base Customers on the services they
receive from the contractors
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Customers
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Sources of data Inspection Surveys




Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
FSCY1
Distribution of updated charts PWO. APWO, Contracts Division Director
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
FSCM
Comments and summary: Develop a short series of questions to ask random
customers about the service they receive from




Table B8.4 - Procurement Action Lead Time
Metric Procurement Action Lead Time
Definition of what is being measured Comparison of Actual Procurement Actions with
scheduled actions
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Customers. Resource Utilization
Description Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Scheduled Time - Estimated Time of action
Actual Time - Actual completion date
Sources of data Contract Database
Data presentation method Chart type,
software used Excel
Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
Contracting Officer. Contract Specialist.
Procurement Clerk
Distribution of updated charts PWO, APW'O. Contracts Division Director
Highest level of review OIC






Appendix B9 - Environmental Metrics
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Table B9.1 - Hazardous Waste Pick-lp
Metric Hazardous Waste Pick-Up
Definition of what is being measured Response time to pick up hazardous waste
Justification for the measurement Key
result areas supported
Safety, Customer
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Response Time - Length of time from receiving
initial request to time waste is picked up
Sources of data Environmental Records
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Run Chart, control chart (later)
Excel
Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
60E 1 1 Hazardous Waste Services
Distribution of updated charts PWO. APWO, Environmental Officer
Highest level of review PWO










































































































Average Days to Respond
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Table B9.2 - Spill Response Time
Metric Spill Response Time
Definition of what is being measured Response time for hazardous waste spills
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Safety. Customers
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Response Time - Length of time from receiving
initial notification to time on site
Sources of data Environmental Records
Data presentation method Chart type,
software used
Run Chart, control chart (later)
Excel
Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
60E1 1 Environmental Support Services
Distribution of updated charts PWO. APYVO. Environmental Officer
Highest level of review PWO












































































































Average Response Time (Hours)
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Table B9.3 - Construction Review
Metric Construction Review
Definition of what is being measured Number of construction reviews performed by
Environmental Division and average time for review
Justification for the measurement Key
result areas supported
Safety, Resource Utilization
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Review Time - Length of time from receiving initial
request to time construction review is completed
Sources of data Internal record tracking
Data presentation method. Chart type,
software used
Run Chan, control chart (later)
Excel
Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
60E2 and 60E3, Environmental Engineers
Distribution of updated charts PYVO. APWO, Environmental Officer
Highest level of review PWO



















































Time for Review (Days)
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Table B9.4 - Water Quality
Metric Water Quality
Definition of what is being measured Consistency of Water Quality at NAS Keflavik
Justification for the measurement. Key
result areas supported
Safety
Description. Definition of all terms
involved in the measure and units
Sources of data Environmental Records




(Run'Control chart if data is quantifiable)
Update cycle Monthly Update
Responsibility for data collection,
plotting analysis
60E3, Environmental Engineer (Water Resources
Program Director)
Distribution of updated charts PWO. APWO, Environmental Officer
Highest level of review PWO
Who is responsible for taking
necessary control action
Environmental Officer
Comments and summary: No chart developed yet — determine the best type
based on data collection
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